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ABSTRACT
This research has explored the possibility of determining the optimum black and
white photographic print characteristics for paper surface, image color, and contrast to
achieve optimum reproduction from that original for a given set of printing press con
ditions utilizing single impression offset lithography.
A random population of 101 observers evaluated the reproduction of eighteen dif
ferent photographic prints of the same subject from the identical film negative. The
prints varied in contrast grades from grade one to grade three; in image color from
warm black to neutral black to cool black; in surface characteristics from glossy to semi-
lustre tomatte; and surface finishes of smooth and textured.
The reproductions studied were produced after a tone reproduction analysis was
conducted to determine the printing press characteristics. To reduce variablity the same
press, paper, inks, and plates were used for all the press tests. The film negatives were
generated by scanning each of the eighteen original photographic prints on the state-of-
the-art Crosfield Magnascan 640 utilizing a predetermined program derived from the
initial press and tone reproduction data.
The observers were asked to choose what they believed to be the best three re
productions and the three most inferior reproductions. To analyze the charac
teristics which contributed to the findings of certain reproductions being selected
superior to others a correlation analysis was performed. With this information, the
paper characteristics which yielded the optimum reproduction was determined.
These characteristics are:
1. Amedium to doubleweight paper stock
2. A cool black image color
3. A smooth, glossy surface (not ferrotyped)
4. A contrast grade between 1.5 and 2.5when the negative has
a density range between 0.90 and 1.3
5. A density range of the original greater than 1.4 but less than
1.9with gradients equal to 12 plus/minus 1 gradient
To obtain the appropriate highlight,midtone and shadow densities on the photograph
ic print, a darkroom tool was developed and successfully tested as a three step reference
for the photographer to insure proper placement of these predetermined tones for an
optimum reproduction. The "visualcomparator"is waterproof and is used when the
print is wet; however, examination of the photographic print takes place under stan
dard viewing conditions. Another advantage of the comparator is that it is made of the
same photographic material as the photograph itself.
This study shows that a systems approach can be applied to the creation of the pho
tographic print to incorporate photography with the reproduction process producing
high quality reproductions.
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The ultimate test of the quality of a photographic reproduction is the satisfac
tion it brings to the viewer. Aside from the artistic considerations, the viewer
will be influenced in his appraisal of the reproduction by many technical
factors, which can be grouped into several broad catagories, the most im
portant being: 1) tone reproduction characteristics; 2) image structure
characteristics; and 3) viewing conditions.1
The scanner and/or camera departments of most printing plants are frequently
confrontedwith anynumber of photographs ofwidely varying tonal ranges which have
been submitted for photomechanical reproduction. The printer is then expected to pro
duce "perfect" reproductions from thiswide assortment of copy.
Needless to say, the reproductions from this assortment of copy can vary from
good to total disappointment. The photographer immediately blames the printer for
doing an inadequate job, when actually the problem is due to the faulty guidelines
given to the photographer. The photographer is given various opinions by the printer
as to the type of photographic print that will yield optimum reproduction, and often
they are mislead by this information. Photographers are also under the impression
that prints for reproduction are of lower quality than their standard "visually
pleasing"
exhibition prints. This is a general misunderstanding because they are not aware of
the requirements involved in the photomechanical reproduction stages.
Does the responsibility then lie with the printer who is expected to work miracles
with all those photographs that are not suitable for reproduction or the photographer
who is producing photographs that look fantastic before they are reproduced? Each
party is eager to blame the other for their incompetence in their chosen profession.
Recently, there has been an attempt to educate the craftsmen to the limitations in
both their areas, to try to bring about a mutual understanding of the problems involved.
The intentions of those few intuitive individuals are good; however, there is one major
flaw . . . their solutions are not consistent with one another. Instead of solving the
problem, they have compounded it.
To really understand the issue involved with this problem requires a person who
can empathize with both points of view. A person who understands the nature of the
printing system and who knows the difficulties in producing a perfect halftone from a
wide range of copy; and one who knows the problems of photographing a subject the
way it was previsualized, making a suitable photographic print with the correct
contrast and exposure.
The problem here is not only a communication problem between the individual
photographer and printer, but rather between the entire field of Photography and the
Graphic Arts. Each party has the knowledge, technique and experience at hand for
solving their particular problems. Each craftsman has their own way of manipulating
the image quality whether the engraver (when using the contact screen method
of halftone reproduction) uses a certain percent bump or a flash on the negative; or
if electronic scanning, the operator might modify the detail enhancement or curve
shape; or the photographer varies his exposure and development or utilizes dodging
and burning techniques in the darkroom. In all cases, they could use these techniques
to bridge the gap towards quality reproduction. Onlywhen they understand the inter
relationship of photography and photomechanical reproduction will they be able to
approach the problem logically and direct their energy towards a solution.
With this inmind, the printer no longer has to
"hope" for a submitted photograph
that fallswithin his capability to reproduce effectively, and the photographer no longer
has to "hope" his photographwon't be destroyed by the reproduction process.
Through modern technologies and recent developments in the objective scientific
evalutation of the entire printing system by means of tone reproduction studies, the
printing problem can be solved. Knowing how the variables of the printing process
(ink, paper, plates, press conditions) affect one another in reproducing tones, there are
methods for the graphic arts cameraman or scanner operator to achieve optimum half
tones, if given normal copy. It is essential to supply this normal photographic print to
the printer for reproduction. This is the most important goal of this research: To find
and describe the characteristics that are required in an ideal black and white photo
graphic print which will be used to optimize the tone reproduction process. The vari
ables that one must consider for this normal black and white print are paper surface
(glossy, matte, semi-lustre), image color (brown/warm toned, neutral or blue/cool
toned) and contrast (high, medium or low contrast). These various surface properties
influence the procedure inmaking the optimum halftone reproduction. The second area
of concentration of this research is to provide the photographer with a method of pro
ducing normal photographic prints for reproduction consistently andwith aminimum
of expense.
With the increasing cost of silver, such a solution in today'smarketwould be a wise
and cost-effective move. The procedure and materials required are basic and relatively
inexpensive. Therefore, good reproduction quality could be achieved without a great
deal ofwaste of photosensitivematerials or time and without an investment in compli
cated or expensivemachinery.
Hypothesis
Photographers, graphic artists and printers are concerned with the problem of
making and/or obtaining photographs which are suitable for use in photomechanical
reproduction. It is hypothesized that, if given a known set of printing press conditions,
and having determined the optimum photographic print characteristics for paper sur
face, image color and contrast, that a photographer or graphic artist can predict, stipu
late and produce an optimum photographic print for photomechanical reproduction.
CHAPTER II
THE REPRODUCTION PRINTING PROCESS
Offset Lithography
There are many areas which require investigation to successfully complete re
search on this topic. At the beginning of this investigation, certain decisions had to be
made and limitations imposed so that the data could be collected and compiled in an
efficient and coherent manner. For a variety of reasons still to be described, offset lith
ography will be the printing process used in order to complete the desired experiment.
A qualified press operator will be employed to run the press for the needed press runs
and in order to eliminate or control any unwanted variables, only high quality inks,
plates and blankets will be used during the course of the experimentation. The paper
will be a standard magazine stock.
Every day the general public is confronted by hundreds and hundreds of printed
images in newspapers, books,magazines, catalogues and direct-mail.We are confront
ed by evenmore images ifwe include electronicmedia such as television and film.
The increase in the use of visual imagery in the past few decades arises from the
advances in image gathering and more importantly in the technological advances
surrounding all aspects of graphic reproduction, including the developments made
in photography, photomechanical reproduction, printing systems and electronic
transmission.
Currently, the predominant means of presenting this printed imagery is through
the process of offset lithography. Lithography (stone writing) is the name of the
printing process. It is the process of printing from a planographic surface using ink
and water to transfer an image from a flat plate or cylinder (stone or metal plate)
directly onto the substrate. Offset is the printing process in which the image carrier
does not put the ink directly on the substrate. It transfers the inked images to an inter
mediate roller or a flexible rubber blanket which then imparts the image onto the
substrate. Offset does not mean lithography; however, in the printing industry, it is
common to use these twowords synonomously.
Technology has played a major role in the rapid growth of the offset lithographic
printing industry. In the late 1700's and early 1800's, in Western Europe, there was a
marked increase in scientific experimentation and the use of new discoveries in com
mercial ventures. These were the underpinnings of the Industrial Revolution.
The lithographic processwas discovered inMunich, in 1798, byAlois Senefelder, a
27-year-old artist and dramaticwriter.
Senefelder's innovation, which was primarily suited for the rapid reproduction of
pictures rather than for large amounts of reading matter, was a new form of printing
utilizing a limestone block. Its uses were of historical importance. Napoleon saw it as a
way to ensure the speedy diffusion ofmilitary orders and communiques. Itwas a tech
nical and commercial endeavor linked to a surprising innovation in the field of graphic
reproduction.2
There were concurrent experiments taking place by other German and French
scientists dealing with the action of light on a wide range of chemical compounds.
These experiments were the beginning of photography. Successful results were
obtained byNiepse and Daguerre in 1837.
As with most developing technologies, the pioneering lithographers had to build
their own presses and make their own oil-based inks. In the 19th century with the de
velopment of the steam-driven flat bed cylinder press, the process becamemechanized.
A further improvement occured in 1860 with the development of the rotary press
However, during the 19th century lithography was replaced by letterpress, except
for the printing of posters and the reproduction of illustrations as works of art.
In the early 1900's the various imaging technologies began to converge. The rapid
growth of photography, photomechanical platemaking, the discovery by Ira Rubel of
the offset lithography process including the building of his offset press, together with
WilliamHeubner's photocomposingmachine took lithography out of the dark ages and
into a growing segment of the printing industry. Itwas now a method of printing suit
able for the reproduction of pictures and text.
While there have been technological advances in the lithographic process which
currently make it the most widely used reproduction process, the basic principle of li
thography which dates from Senefelder's discovery has not changed. The lithographic
process still depends upon the chemical separation of image area and non-image area.
The planographic plate surface, whether flat or flexible, whether stone or metal, must
be chemically selective so that when the water and ink come in contact with the entire
surface of the plate, the image area will be more sensitive to ink as the non-image area
will be more receptive to water. The planographic plate has only a few microns differ
ence between the image area and non-image area. The key to lithographic printing is
thewater film on the non-image area.Water on a printing plate must be chemically ab
sorbed in order to attract and hold the water film. This water film contributes to the
practicality and feasibility of lithography, because water is a fairly strong dipole. Alu
minum, zinc and chromium are polar plate surfaces that wet well, and gum arabic is a
sugar which has the ability to absorb water on the surface of an aluminum oxide plate.
The plate surface needs to be highly polar so that themonomolecular film of water over
the plate will have a force greater (adhesive properties) than the attraction that water
molecules have for themselves (cohesive properties). This allows the non-image area to
8collect a proper film of water and repel the ink. However, too much water promotes
extraction of oils and the platewill cease to hold water.
The composition of the lithographic ink is also critical to the offset lithographic
process. Offset inks must differ from direct process inks for two major reasons: the
presence of water, and the thin ink film caused by the two ink transfers to reach the
printing substrate. Ink chemists and manufacturers had to make an ink that not only
could absorb water and had insoluable pigments as the colorant material (so as not
to run in the presence of fountain solution which would leave traces of color in the non-
image areas), but also make an ink that was stronger in color value to compensate for
the ink split at each transfer point.
Their success in developing such an ink contributed to the growth of the offset
lithographic process. Today, offset lithography leads the graphic arts industry.
1984 1954
Source:
USDC VS. Industrial Outlook
1985 p.27-12
This is not to say that lithography iswithout its disadvantages.
Advantages vs. Disadvantages
Each printing process has certain advantages and disadvantages, many of which
are inherent to the process and must be accepted at face value, exceptwhen technologi
cal advances intercede and have provided solutions to the problems.
Plates. Offset plates are less expensive than gravure and letterpress, but they seem
to be less substantial and less durable for the long press runs and large print orders.
Lithographic (offset)
Letterpress
Gravure
Flexographic
Screen Printing
70.0%
16.5%
8.5%
2.5%
2.5%
33.0%
52.0%
11.0%
2.5%
1.5%
Progress is beingmade in this area to create a plate with greater durability allowing for
longer press runs. Not onlywould this be a more substantial plate but also a plate with
higher-image quality, giving a higher resolution capability. Fine detail and more tonal
range can be transferred to the blanket and then reproduced for optimum reproduction.
The relatively simple handling and mounting of an offset plate also allows for changes
between forms or press runs that are faster and easier than letterpress or gravure.
Water. The presence of fountain solution in the offset process shows evidence of prob
lems not seen in other printing processes. Some of these include scumming, stripping,
piling, tinting and drying. The process requires an experienced pressperson to control
the acidity level in the fountain solution and maintain a proper ink/water balance. An
other problem concerningwater is the introduction to the printing substrate which can
effect register and paper strength. To compensate for this, paper manufacturers have
developed a better, stronger offset sheet. A sheet that is sized not only on the surface,
but also internally, affords a better internal bonding of paper fibers.
Ink film. The thin ink film created by the transfer of ink from plate to blanket and from
blanket to substrate is a problemwhich was overcome by a special lithographic ink for
mulation that increased the color value of the pigment. This helped to restore the illu
sion of depth and brilliance to the printed product that was seen in the direct printing
processes.
Blankets. The offset process allows for a wider range of substrates due to the resiliency
of the blankets usedwhen transferring the image onto the substrate. The same resilient
blanket gives the offset process the ability to perfect. This is the capability of printing
both sides of the stock simultaneously, a benefit which can save time, labor, materials
andmoney.
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Despite the limitations of offset lithography, the fact remains that the indirect
image transfer method utilized in this process possesses the capability of printing
fine halftone images on a variety of substrates considerably better than the direct
printing methods of letterpress and gravure.3 Along with the advantage of indirect
image transfer, offset lithography offers a diversity in run length, equipment and
ease ofmakeready.
GraphicArts Photography
Controlling the press conditions are important; however, they are only secondary
in this experiment. The real problem ahead is understanding and controlling the other
variables concernedwith the outcome of the final reproduction. Being familiarwith and
understand the limitations of the offset lithographic method of printing, one must ex
plore and understand the limitations and interrelationships in the field of graphic arts
photography.
Graphic arts photography (photomechanical reproduction) is needed for the con
version of original images into printing-image carriers. The majority of all pictorial
image carriers are based on graphic arts photography. It is an industrial manufac
turing process where every step must be well planned, highly controlled and precisely
executed.
Because the lithographic press cannot lay down varying densities of ink, the print
ing industry uses an intermediate step to break up the continuous tone image into solid
dots of equal density, but varying sizes,which gives the appearance of continuous tone.
This is the halftone process. This process allows the printer to print with ink of one den
sity (black for example) and make the printed image look as if it had been
printed with a range of intermediate tones ranging from black towhite. The human eye
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at a normal viewing distance cannot distinguish physiologically or psychologically
the dotswithout the help of amagnifying glass.
Basically, five different technical methods have been developed to produce half
tones since the late 1800's. Eachmethod has a multitude of techniques that can differ as
much as the personalities of the operators that generate these reproductions. They are in
order of historical presence: 1. The crossline glass screen, 2. Gray and magenta contact
screens, 3.Analog and digital scanners, 4.Cathode ray tube, and 5. CCD scanners.
The glass screen was first devised in 1890 to break up continuous tone images for
reproduction. It ismade by ruling lines on two optically flat pieces of glass coated with
an etching resist. The lines are etched with hydrofloric acid and filled with an opaque
pigment. The two pieces of glass are then cemented into a single unit with the lines
crossing at 45 degree angles. The width of the line is proportional to the clear openings
in the screen.When the glass screen is placed at a carefully calculated distance between
the lens of the process camera and the lith film, each screen opening acts as a pinhole
lens photographing the copy. The light reflected from the copy is absorbed by the black
rules but is transmitted by the clear rules. The screen breaks the continuous tone copy
into a series of dots that look like tiny apertures of equal density and gradient, but of
different sizes. This creates the halftone effect. The size of the dot is determined by the
size of the lens aperture, f/16 for shadow dots and f/32 for highlight dots. The halftone
dot pattern corresponds directly to the tonal value of the copy. The screens differ ac
cording to their ruling number, with the lower the number of rules, the coarser the re
production. This number is referred to as the screen ruling.
The glass screen method was not optimum for lithography. The tone rendition in
themiddletones often appeared too flat. It is considered an antiquated method that was
usedmainly in letterpress butwas sometimes used in the gravure process.
The glass screen was the most commonly used halftone method until 1942 when
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Eastman Kodak introduced its contact screen. The name contact suggests that the
screen is used in direct contact with the sensitized film, not at a distance such as with
the crossline glass screening method. Two major types of contact screens are gray and
magenta screens, each with a variety of screen rulings, density ranges, dot shapes, posi
tives or negatives. The screens consist of a pattern of vignetted dots. A vignette is a vary
ing amount of density in a specific area, with the greatest densities in the center and
gradually decreasing to the perimeter. As the light is reflected from the copy and passes
through the film, most of the light is stopped near the center, but transmitted as it
reaches the perimeters because of the decreasing amounts of density. This spreading of
light as it goes through the screen determines the eventual dot size on the film.
Asmany as three exposuresmay be needed tomake an optimum halftone negative
with conventional contact screens. The "main" or as sometimes called the "detail" ex
posure is the image forming exposure. An exposure ismade through the camera lens to
the lith filmwith the contact screen in place. This initial exposure is the basic exposure
for the highlight, midtone, and some shadow detail. But this alone will not reproduce
the tones in their proper places. To help form the needed shadow dots which lengthens
the density range, another exposure is needed. It is called the
"flash"
and is a non-image
forming exposure, through the contact screen, which in effect hardens the dots in the
shadow areas. One supplementary exposure may be used in cases where highlight
detail is important. A
"bump"
or
"no-screen"
exposure can be used to increase high
light contrast which could not be achieved with just the normal
"main"
and
"flash"
exposures.
The contact screen method is still used for black and white reproductions and color
separations in today's graphic artsmarketplace; however, due to the industry's need for
a faster,more consistent and repeatablemethod of producing halftones and color sepa
rations, the industry haswitnessed the rapid development of the electronic scanner.
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The first developments of electronic scanning can be traced back to approximately
1933. AlexanderMurray, an employee of the Eastman Kodak Company, developed the
Kodachrome separation scanner prototype. Because the rights belonged to Kodak, they
decided not to pursue the further developments of this new technology. The process
remained unrefined until the early 1950's when Printing Developments Incorporated
and Springdale Labs, both subsidiaries of Time Incorporated, acquired the rights to
the Kodak patent and put the time, personnel, and money necessary into the product
in order to develop amarketable electronic scanner.
These first generation scanners were designed to solve problems in gravure. It was
ameans not only to speed up the production of continuous tone separations but also to
make themwith complete consistency because of the electronic operation of the equip
ment. Pioneering into the unknown field of electronics in the graphic arts gave Time-
Life publications a clear advantage in print quality for some time.
The field was evolving as well during the late 1950's in England. Two British engi
neers began developing their own scanners: John Crosfield introduced his Scanotron
model in 1960 and K.S. Paul (Linotype-Paul) introduced his prototype in 1964.
The second generation scanners entered the marketplace in the 1970's with the in
troduction of Crosfield'sMagnascan 460 and Hell's DC300-A. Their advantages includ
edmaking enlargements and reductions of an original andmaking halftones and sepa
rations using the halftone screen. The introduction ofMP. (machine process) films also
helped to speed up the entire process.
In 1974, with Hell's introduction of the DC300-L, the third generation of scanners
emerged. The third generation is an electronic dot generation type scanner designed to
produce a halftone image from a laser which is an inexpensive, coherent, and control
lable light source that yields a very hard dot with no fringe, compared to the softer dot
structure made by a contact screen. Faster scanning speeds are made possible by a
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digital computer which computes and generates the necessary halftone information.
Whether it is an input-only device (part of a modular construction that records infor
mation from discs for later output on film) or one that is exposes the film simultaneous
ly, the information the computer generates includes the dot size and shapes, the screen
ruling, and the screen angle. The hard dot generated by the laser exposure and the elimi
nation of the contact screen allow the use of the less expensive contact filmwhich can be
processed in rapid access chemistry. Contact film exposed with laser and then devel
oped in this highly active developer can produce results, dry to dry, in approximately
seven minutes.
The development of the electronic scannerwas a great advance for color reproduc
tion. It has the capablity to produce consistent quality four-color scans both in individ
ual sets of separations or as digitized input for pagination systems. The critical disad
vantage is themajor capital expenditure for this device. Cost comparisons show that it
is more economical to produce black and white halftones by conventional methods
than by a four-color scanner. However, there are times when the final requirements ne
cessitate that the reproduction be in digitized form for either transmission or page pagi
nation purposes. There were two technical developments which helped fill this gap in
themarketplace.
One of them was the ECRM Autokon 8400, introduced in 1975; it was the first
black and white flat-bed laser scanner used for image processing. There was a tremen
dous need for a lower cost scanner capable of digitizing black andwhite halftones, espe
cially in the newspaper industry, but its limited format size (11 x 14) and screen ruling
capability (100 lpi) did not make it suitable for commerical printers. Improvements
have been made over the past decade and the Autokon 1000 is a popular image proces
sor for several of the nation's largest circulation newspapers andmagazines.
The other was the development of the CRT (cathode ray tube) scanner. This was
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extremely helpful with typesetting systems which could already effectively design and
control the placement of text on a page but had to leavewindowswhere a picturewould
be inserted by hand at a later time. This not only increased the amount of handwork but
also increased the possibility of errors and took away themuch desired editorial control
over the finished product.
The first scanner of this type was the Linotron 1010, produced in 1964. By 1971, it
was capable of outputting line drawings and halftones from video tape using the type
setter's CRT for the display and exposure of images from the data recorded and stored
on a video tape deck as analog information. Today, themost widely used CRT scanner
is the 3600 scannermanufactured by Information International Incorporated (known as
Triple I). In 1977, U.S. News began to transmit complete pages (text and halftones) to
their printing locations using a Triple I VideoComp. They were able to generate half
tones by using the Triple 1 3600 scanner. The process can be described this way:
Art and photographs are placed on the scanning bed, where a flying spot
scannergenerated by a CRTmoves across the image to be scanned. Reflected
light is measured by two photo diodes. Their observations are averaged and
recorded as a 256 gray level scale. The scanned information is written direct
ly to disc and when pages are composed, this information is incorporated into
the data being sent to the VideoComp. The VideoComp sets text in the con
ventional manner, but when it receives the stream of data for the halftones-
as one eight-bit byte for each halftone cell, the intelligence of the VideoComp
decides what photographic character to typeset. The VideoComp has avail
able to it approximately 300 characters, representing different sizes (for
different screen effects) and different shades of
gray.4
The CRT technology fulfilled a specific need in the industry, but has not yet
achieved the high quality reproduction level that the electronic scanners are capable of
achieving and appears as if it never will.
The 1980's has seen a significant trend developing in electronic image processing.
In 1982, Imagitex announced a low-cost flat bed image digitizing system for black and
white photography and graphics. The system uses state-of-the-art CCD (charge
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coupled device) technology. Another system introduced in 1982, developed by
Eikonix, uses the CCD technology in a flat bed linear array color input scanner.
"CCD chips in longer linear and large rectangular arrays offer numerous advantages
over lasers in cost and speed. The use of arrays also increases flexibility since the res
olution obtained can be varied opticallywith a change of lenses."5
In 1984, Scitex introduced theirBitscan scanner, a low resolution CCD input device
for the Vista design station. And in 1985 testing began on the Scitex Satlight which
utilized the CCD technology in a 240-pound
"portable"
color scanner.
Likemost emerging technologies, CCD is still in a development stage and requires
further advances before it can effectively compete with the current electronic scanning
devices for consistency and quality output.
Each of these photomechanical methods described serves the intended purpose of
converting an original image into a printing carrier. There is no right orwrongmethod,
each method has certain advantages and each has its limitations. Quite often the photo
mechanicalmethod used for a specific job is the one that ismost readily available at that
specific location at that specific time. No matter what method is used, it takes a great
deal of skill to make an acceptable halftone. The reproduction is only as good as the
craftspersonmaking the halftone.
The original methodology for this experimentation called for the generation of
halftones bymeans of a process camera and the contact screen method. However, as the
experiment evolved, the advantages related to the use of an electronic scanner became
increasinglymore significant. The scanner was ameans to decrease unwanted variables
in exposure, and gain repeatability and consistency from halftone to halftone. It was
possible because of the capabilities of the CrosfieldMagnascan 640 scanner to establish
and preset on a floppy disc the desired aimpoints of the tone reproduction characteris
tics of the printing system and apply this preferred highlight, midtone and shadow
placement consistently to the various pieces of copy to be tested.
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CHAPTER III
TONE REPRODUCTION
A number of tone reproduction studies have been conducted to evaluate various
aspects of the reproduction process. The majority of these studies have centered around
developing a preferred tone reproduction curve that can be applied to a wide range of
photographic materials and printing systems. The search for a universally applicable
tone reproduction curve, led GW. Jorgensen ofGATF and J.A.C. Yule of Eastman Kodak
to conduct a number of independent tests attempting to standardize all variables in the
process except for the tone reproduction curve. Jorgensen, in particular, was looking for
a method of analysis that was less complicated than the process of principal compo
nents that had previously been used by Yule and Bartleson. In each case, the test meth
odology consisted of preparing 1 to 4 original photographic prints, each with different
scene luminances. From these a variety of halftoneswere created, changing only the re
production curves. Each scientist had a small group of observers, ranging from 4 to 20,
rank these photographic prints in order of preference. They were judged two ways, on
their own merits and as a reproduction from the best original continuous tone print. It
must be noted that an actual press test was never performed throughout all these tests.
From the summation of various statistical analysis of this data the following conclu
sionsweremade:
Jorgensen states "the result of this study indicate an observer bases quality evalua
tion onwhat he selects as hismain area of interest in the photograph and hismemory of
similar
scenes."6
Yules' findings indicate "a unique relationship between density of
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original and density of reproduction in a given picture."7 He also found observers em
phasized the accuracy of the reproduction rather than the actual picture quality indicat
ing that reproductions should first be examined without the original as a reference.
"Obviously, there is no single, optimum tone reproduction curve, the choice depends
on the subject and on the personmaking the choice."8
Both Jorgensen and Yule were aware of the limitations associated with printing
with offset lithography, and towork around this limitation they chose not to print their
reproductions via a press system but to make their reproductions photographically.
"Contact printing on a semi-matte photographic paper eliminated the need for closely
controlled press runs, and the prints are more durable in handling."9
One of the limitations with the offset lithographymethod is that the density range
of a well printed, single impression press sheet is about 1.4. But the density range of the
normal photographic print is usually upward of 2.0.
When the solid ink density of the reproduction is limited, the density range of the
photograph must be compressed. For preferred tone reproduction for normal copy
the primary objective is to compress the range proportionately throughout the scale
instead of weighting the compression at one end. This is accomplished by selecting
the preferred midtone range, which can be determined by evaluating the RIT, T & E
Center tone reproduction Symmetrical test target after it has been run on press with
consistent printing conditions and plotting this information on the RIT TR graph
paper. (For more information about the TR graph paper see Appendix I.) The analysis
of these press tests will help decide the optimum density range for the photographic
print for reproduction.
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Figure 1. Figure 2.
RIT Symmetrical Test Target RIT Highlight/Shadow Scale
The Symmetrical and Highlight/Shadow Scales contain sufficient halftone test ar
eas for determining the printing characteristic curve. The Symmetrical scale, so named
because the pattern is symmetrical when printed with no slur, contains eight halftone
units with a solid at its center, as indicated in Figure 1. The Highlight/Shadow Scale is
useful in determining the minimum dot the printing system is capable of holding in
both the highlight and shadow areas. It is also composed of eight halftone units with a
solid at its center as illustrated in Figure 2.
If the present midtone location is not equal to the preferred location there are op
tions to the scanner or camera operator to adjust this location. If themidtone location is
greater or further from the highlight than preferred, the camera operator can use a
"bump"
exposure to shorten themidtone range, or he/she can change the contact screen
to one which has a shorter basic density range. The scanner operator would simply
modify the curve in themiddle tone region. If the present midtone location is less than
or closer to the highlight than the preferred midtone location because either too much
"bump"
exposure, from a screen with too short a range, or misplacement of the mid-
tone on the scanner, these too can be adjusted by the operator. The camera operator
would reduce the percentage of
"bump"
or change screens.A positive screen has a long
er basic density range than a negative screen and Kodak's PMT screens are madewith a
greatermidtone range. Contact screens with specific requirementsmay be specially or
dered from somemanufacturers.10
There are a couple of good products on the market which can help aid operators
to consistently adjust the
"main"
and
"bump"
exposures or generate a curve on the
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scanner so that the placement of the midtone is in its preferred location while still
maintaining the proper highlight and shadow dots.
Kodak has a product called theQ-700 "an electronic quality control
center"11 which
will perform such functions as "copy-scaling calculations, provide camera and density
exposure adjustments, make filter selections, make dot area/density conversions, and
give correctmeasurements formixing
chemicals.12
Chesley F Carleson Company has developed a product called the SharpScan
System. It is a self-calibrating, digital, scanning densitometer. It will scan copy, deter
mine highlight and shadow densities, reproduction size, mid-tone dot placement, and
produce an adhesive label of the data.13
These new tools equipped with complicated calculations for halftone reproduc
tion help the operators to obtain useful information to determine the desired curve
shape, for optimum tone reproduction from the normal copy, for their specific printing
conditions.
Divergent Reproduction Philosophies
There are two opposing viewpoints: 1. The desire to make tone for tone reproduc
tions of the original photograph, and 2. The desire to obtain the most pleasing repro
duction from the original. The problem is that these two approaches will not always
produce the same end result.
Tests which have been made by Yule in "The Optimum Tone-rendering in Half
tone Reproduction
Processes,"
prove that a photographic printwhich bestmatches the
original scene is not necessarily the best photographic print for photomechanical repro
duction. Yule states that "the most accurate reproduction, even of a top quality print,
therefore does not necessarily lead to the best picture quality in the reproduction."14
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One must decide which is more important: Picture quality, reproduction quality or
accuracy of reproduction.
The "picturequality"refers to a judgement of the print on its own merits,
without reference to any original print of which it might be a reproduction.
The "reproductionquality"is intended to correspond to the basis on which
commerical reproductions are evaluated. It combines both accuracy of repro
duction and picture quality.
The "accuracy of
reproduction"
refers only to how closely the print match
es the original, disregarding its picture quality completely.15
According to Yule's findings, the best tone for tone reproduction results in an im
age quite different from the print with the best picture quality. Yule's test prints which
plotted closer to a 45 degree line or straight line on the density scale were rejected as
inferior reproductions.16
The divergence of opinion concerning optimum photomechanical reproduction
and the difficulties inherent in lithography pose a variety of problems for both the pro
ducer and consumer of printed matter. In many instances, the acceptance or approval
of a piece of copy that is to be used for reproduction is done by a person who has only
marginal information about the reproduction process.
It is easy to understand why a person who does not fully understand tone repro
duction, or the problems involved in the contemporary printing processes, could expect
that the best looking print would yield the best picture quality of that original. But, it is
time to educate these decision-makers to the reality of the situation. #1. It is impossible
to reproduce a 2.0 density range print with a process that will at best yield a 1.4 density
range reproduction with single impression printing. #2. That top quality photographic
prints are not the best prints to obtain optimum reproduction. #3. The determining fac
tor of a good reproduction is not necessarily to match original to reproduction tone
for tone.
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Yule states "itwould be advisable always to look at a reproduction firstwithout the
original, remembering that the final viewer of the reproduction will have no original
withwhich to compare it."17
To re-educate the people involved in the decision making role is not an easy task,
nor one that can be completed quickly. The best one can hope for is a compromise.
The Compromise
#1. If the evaluator would accept the photographic print that is best suited for repro
duction instead of themost "visually
pleasing"
print.
#2. If the evaluator would first look at the reproductionwithout the original to evaluate
its picture quality.
The evaluator must still use his knowledge of the other factors which determine a
good photographic print for reproduction such as:
A. The photograph has a pleasing composition.
B. The photograph is in sharp focus.
C. The lighting on the subject is of acceptable quality.
It is therefore essential thatwe determine and describe the characteristics required
to produce the photographic print thatwill yield optimum reproduction.
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CHAPTER IV
THE PHOTOGRAPHIC PRINT
For the amateur photographer, the age of automation and technology has simpli
fied photography. The use of automatic cameras and standardized processing allows
any person that clicks the shutter to make
"perfect"
pictures. But for the professional
photographer, technology and the recent developments in his field have given him new
avenues for creativity, perfection, and complete control of the photographic process.
Accessible to the photographer is the education, wisdom, and control needed to
achieve the results in his photographic print that best suits its intended purpose. It is
this knowledge that will allow the photographer tomake photographic prints thatwill
be optimum for photomechanical reproduction.
"In making a photographic print, the exposure of the negative is adjusted, but is
not usually for the purpose of varying tone reproduction to suit the subject. Likewise,
the development of the negative is usually standardized and changing it would only
mean that a different grade of paperwould have to be chosen."18
Unlike this statement made by Yule, there is much more control available to the
photographer through various methods of exposure/development systems. As Ansel
Adams explained:
The perceptive artist is sensitive not only to the significance of the subject, to
form, placement, and design, but also to the subtle relationships of tonalities
and to the revelation of substance and the illusion of light. To express and re
veal these qualities satisfactorily, he must make a careful study of the place
ment of various brightnesses of the subject on the exposure scale, of the opti
mum development corresponding to the placement and the printing
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processes employed.19 Wliereas exposure determines the potential range of
opacities in a negative-and hence the brilliancies in the print made from it-
The range actually attained is determined by the development of that nega
tive. Thus the relationship between the range of brightnesses in the subject
and the range of
brilliancies20 in the ultimate print depends upon the expo
sure of the negative and the degree to which the negative is developed as well
as upon the choice ofprinting paper and the handling of the print.21
But this is not to say that film development and paper grades are the only methods
available to the photographer to control contrast. Some of the other options include:
A. The control over the lighting ratio.
B. In outdoor scenes of high contrast (where lighting control is not available) the use
of a pre-exposure to the film to lower contrast.
C. The use of filters to increase contrast.
D. The use of fill-in flash to overcome flare in backlighted situations and increase
shadow detail.
E. In the darkroom, the use of burning and dodging which controls local contrast of
the print, and
F. Two-bath print developers and two solution film developers.
In order to fulfill the expressive needs of the current photographic market, manu
facturers have expanded their film, paper, and developer lines to include a wide variety
of products.With the use of these various developing agents on various papers in differ
ent concentrations and combinations, a photographer can achieve any number of con
trast ranges and image colors. Because the photographer can use these products and
technical information to achieve optimum press results, he must be made aware of the
importance of the optimum reproduction characteristics of the photographic print.
Manufacturers produce a variety of developing papers of varying image color, sur
face, and contrast ranges. Photographers use these papers with a variety of developers
and printing techniques in order to determine the optimum photographic print. It is
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necessary in this research to determine the effect that these three factors; surface, image
color, and contrast range have on the halftone reproduction process.
Surface
In the photographic community, there are contrasting opinions concerning the
surface qualities which yield optimum reproduction. This variety of opinions includes
the following statements: 1. "A photographic paper ferrotyped to a glossy finish will of
fer the best separation and detail for halftones to be printed on an enamel stock."22 2.
"Specify Type F paper, unferrotyped. By not ferrotyping you give up some gloss (unim
portant), but you get a print that is less likely to show surface scratches, less likely to
crack, and is easier to
'spot'
and retouch."23 3. "Pearl is new to the ILFOSPEED range and
retains the high maximum density associated with ILFOSPEED glossy prints but has
low surface reflectance. This makes it especially suitable for retouching and reproduc
tion work. It also has an ideal surface for exhibiton work."24
Part of the purpose of this thesis is to determine whether paper surfaces are truly a
significant factor and, if so,which paper surface(s) yield optimum reproduction.
Image Color
Although less controversy surrounds the effect of image color on the reproduction
process, it is still necessary to determine the relationship between image color and the
spectral sensitivity of the lith or scanner film being used. Most authorities agree that a
neutral black image color provides the most satisfactory color for reproduction; how
ever, paper/developer combinations produce a variety of subtle color differences which
may include: A. Neutral black B. Blue black C Green black D. Olive E. Purple black
F. Sepia G. Brown black.
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Again, it is part of the purpose of this thesis to determine whether image color is
truly a significant factor and, if so,which color(s) yields optimum reproduction.
Paper Contrast (paper grade)
The exposure scales of photographic papers are given so that a photographer can
bestmatch the density range of his negative to the paper grade forwhich the negative is
best suited. The standard processed negative is (usually) such that it will fit on a grade
two paper. This is an average scene at a standard process to produce an average visually
pleasing print. It is this visually pleasing print thatmay not be suited for photomechan
ical reproduction.
Again, it is the purpose of this thesis to determine whether varying paper con
trast is truly a significant factor and, if so, which contrast grade yields optimum
reproduction.
OTHERCONSIDERATIONS
Illumination
The intensity and color of the darkroom print viewing light may make a tremen
dous difference in the proper evaluation of the print. If the light is too weak, subtle
differences in the important shadow areas of the print will appear black because the re
flected light from these dark areas falls below the visual threshold. If the illumination is
too strong the highlight areasmay appear insubstantial and lifeless. A standard
illumi-
<
nationmust be established in order to assure consistent conditionswhenmaking these
final judgements.
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Fluorescence
Fluorescence occurswhen a subject illuminated by onewavelength emits radiation
of another, longerwavelength.Most sources of visible radiation also emit shorter wave
lengths of ultraviolet radiation (U.V.) and longerwavelengths of infrared radiation. The
infrared is of little concern except where the subject becomes too hot from its absorp
tion.
Chemical agents are added to some papers to take advantage of the ultraviolet radi
ation. These brightners orwhiteners as they are called fluoresce into the blue visible re
gion when illuminated by ultraviolet radiation, causing a material to appear much
brighter or whiter. For many years, phosphates where added to laundry detergent to
make clothes washed in them appearmuch brighter.
If a paper has these agents, it can cause problems in reproduction since some copy
lights are rich in ultraviolet radiation. One solution to this is to employ a barrier filter
between source and copywhich absorbs the U.V. Some types ofmylar are excellent bar
rier filters.
Another problem caused by the U.V. radiation is that silver halide films are primar
ily sensitive to the U.V.end of the spectrum. If, in attempting tomaintain the brightness
range of the copy, a barrier filter is not used over the copy lights, the reflected U.V. from
the copy can cause image degradation.
This reflected U.V. can be dealt with by using a U.V. absorbing filter at the lens,
such as a U.V. 17, Skylight 1A, of 2B. A U.V. absorbing filter can also be placed in the
light path in the input scanning head of electronic scanners.
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CHAPTERV
METHODOLOGY
The first area of concernwill be to do a tone reproduction study on the printing sys
tem to be used during the course of these experiments.On this test runwill be two aver
age photographic prints, each with a different type of subject matter and different light
ing conditions, along with the RIT symmetrical test targets, highlight shadow scales
and slur guides. The photographs will be scanned on the state-of-the-art Crosfield 640
scanner (seeAppendix II) and then output using a laser generated 133 screen ruling. The
proper exposure and curve shape will be determined by a program currently being used
for the reproduction of photographs in magazines. The photographs for this first test
are only to be used as a visual guide. Because the press characteristics have not yet been
determined, until then, it is impossible to give an accurate tone reproduction curve
shape for these two photographs.
The ultimate objective of a thorough tone reproduction study is to determine the
proper halftone characteristics to optimize the tone reproduction based on the original
and a given printing system.A tone reproduction study of a printing processwill scien
tifically evaluate every phase of the printing system from the tones of the original print
to the tones of the final reproduction. From the collected data, predictions can bemade
as to the halftone characteristics needed in the final films to achieve improved quality in
the final reproduction. This data will be used to determine the relationships between
density readings on the photographs and the proper percent dot aimpoints for high
light,midtone, and shadow areas on the halftone films.
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The second phasewill be tomake a series of continuous tone black andwhite prints
on a variety of photographic papers varying in image color, paper surface, and contrast.
Once all the prints are read densitometrically to make sure they all match the desired
aimpoints, as determined in phase one, they will bemounted on the scanner drum and
screened using the program especially written from the tone reproduction data gained
from the symmetrical test targets and highlight scale from the first press run. This film
will then be run on press, keeping the printing conditions as consistent as possible.
Once printed, the reproductions will be analyzed 1) mathematically and 2) by al
lowing a random group of observers (100 or more) to choose the three reproductions
they believe have the best picture quality and the three they believe have themost infe
rior picture quality. Because the original prints will not be used for reference, the ob
serverswill evaluate each reproduction on its ownmerits.
A frequency histogram of the data will be compiled to determine themost pleasing
reproduction, if there is a difference at all. If no difference is observed by the random
sample group, then the data will be statistically analysed for possible correlations. It
may be determined that there is no difference because to contrast, image color or paper
surface. Most likely there will be a preferred print; in this case, it will be determined if
the aimpoints fall in the desired location according to the tone reproduction study. If so,
it is time to produce a three step grayscale.
This grayscale is to be used in the photographer's darkroom to help determine the
proper range of the photographic print tomatch the aimpoints of the desired reproduc
tion curve. This grayscale or "visual
comparator"
will be made on the type of photo
graphic paper that the observers judged to produce the best reproduction. The densities
of the three steps of the "visual
comparator"
will directly correlate to the percent dot ar
eas from the desired highlight, midtone, and shadow regions of the optimum printed
reproduction. It is necessary, however, tomake another test prior to the making of the
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"visual comparator." This testmust bemade because of the effects of print dry down. It
is known that the densities of wet prints do not yield the same densities as dry prints,
and different photographic papers have different amounts of dry down. The "visual
comparator"
will have to be modified to accommodate this difference between wet and
dry densities (see Appendix III).
Then the "visualcomparator"will be encased in a transparent plastic tomake sure
it iswatertight because its end use is in the fixing bath in the photographer's darkroom.
It is an inexpensive tool for the photographer, helping him/her determine the desired
aimpoints on the black and white prints. A densitometerwould serve a similar purpose,
a tool to read for the desired aimpoint densities. It is, however, a much more expensive
tool and therefore not found in some darkroom environments.
The darkroom procedure the photographer is to followwhenmaking his/her prints
for reproduction will be: Using a light metering or analyzing device, such as a footcan-
dle meter, when the negative is in the enlarger, the photographer must determine the
density range of the negative. From this calculation it is possible to determine the ap
proximate exposure time that will give the best result on the proper contrast grade pa
perwhich best fits the tone reproduction study and the sample group choice. During the
exposure of the negative onto the paper and during the development time, the only
source of illumination is the red 1A safelight. After development, the print is placed in a
stop bath and then into a fixing bath. Once the print enters the fixing bath and has had
ample time to clear, the room lights may be turned on (for testing conditions this light
source should meet ANSI viewing standards). Now is the time to use the "visual com
parator"
to determine whether the print matches the aimpoints in the highlight, mid-
tone, and shadow areas. If the negativewas shot for reproduction inmind, using the ex
posure and developmentmethods as suggested byAnselAdams, these areas should fall
into place. If the negative is an average negative, the photographer can also use his
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manipulative techniques of dodging and burning in order to add or decrease density in
the proper locations.
This photographic print will be tested for reproduction bymaking another halftone
using the desired tone reproduction program on the Crosfield 640 scanner and press
proofed to confirm the desired tone reproduction.
We are aware of the variables and limitations present in the system, and that it is
not always desirable to match the reproduction with the original tone for tone. But it is
possible, with the proper input from all stages concerning the final reproduction, to
obtain an image that is of a quality to please themost discriminating observer.
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CHAPTERVI
EXPERIMENTATION
The tone reproduction experiments were initiated by obtaining an RIT symmetri
cal scale and highlight/shadow scale. These two test targets were strategically posi
tioned on the press form to monitor the press performance. The use of these targets
helped determine the proper tone reproduction curve for the specific printing system
detailed in the press information. After the press run, a densitometric analysis of the
targets determined the proper values for the solid ink density of the printing system,
along with the midtone placement and the minimum highlight printing dot the press
can achieve.Although the test targets determined the placement of tones, itwas impor
tant to include visual references in these tests because it is visual imagery which will
eventually be reproduced. Two average photographs were selected to print alongside
the required tone reproduction test targets. Their purpose was to merely act as visual
grayscales for the initial press test.
Original Test Photographs
1. PORTRAIT (studio) electronic flash 2 INTERIORBUILDING (daylight)
Camera: Pentax 6x7 Area Swiss DP 4 x 5 view camera
Lens: 105mm 75mm Schneider Super Angulon f/5.6
Film: Kodak Verichrome Pan negative size 2 V4 x 2% Plus-X
Develop: D-76 1:1
68 D-76 1:1 68
Enlarger: Omega D2 condenser type Omega D2 condenser type
Lens: 105mm SchneiderComparon 150mm Schneider Comparon
Bellows: Extension of 5
XA" 6,4"
Distance: Paper to lens 14%
" 14%"
Exposure: 12 seconds 12 seconds
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Aperture: f/8
Paper: Oriental G-2 Seagull Bromide Paper
G surface is glossy, smooth, purewhite and
pure black tone.
Grade: Contrast grade of #2
Developer: Edwal Platinum II, 1:9 towater
T& T: 68 for 2minutes
Tone: Burned-in hand additional 12 seconds.
Densities: Wet Density readings Dry Density readings
paper white .10 paperwhite .10
H = .12 H = .12
S = 1.95 S = 1.90
M = .80 M = .80
DR = 1.83 DR = 1.78
Density ofNegative:
.17 base plus fog
1.35 Highlight in glasses
.28 Shadow in glasses
Density Range: 1.07
f/16
Oriental G-2 Seagull Bromide Paper
G surface is glossy, smooth, pure white and
pure black tone.
Contrast grade of #2
Edwal Platinum II, 1:9 towater
68 for 2minutes
Burned-in sky and foreground 80 seconds
WetDensity readings DryDensity readings
paperwhite .10 paperwhite .10
H = .12 H = .10
S = 1.90 S = 1.84
M = .80 M = .80
DR = 1.78 DR = 1.74
.14 base plus fog
1.13 Highlight in sky
.16 Shadow in building
.97
Halftone readings were taken after scanning on the Crosfield Magnascan 640. The
scanner set-up used was the same halftone program used for PEOPLEMagazine.
Press Information
Supplied positives were contacted to negatives on Kodak 2566 Reproduction film
and developed in aDupont 44-C processor,with Kodak Super Rapid Access Developer.
AKodak S negative plate was used andwas run on a four color 439 Aurelia press at 3500
impressions per hour running speed equipped with a Dahlgren Dampner with Ross's
Plain KSP fountain solution mixed four ounces to a gallon with 20 percent alcohol at a
temperature of 65 degrees.
Room temperature was at 75 degrees and humidity at 50 percent. A hard David M
Blanket was used on 60 pound Fortune proofing stock. The ink density was wet read
with a Cosar densitometer. The inkwasmanufactured by GPI.
The two photographs were printed side by side with three symmetrical test targets
and two highlight scales placed in various positions on the press sheet. The densities of
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the targets were taken using a Cosar densitometer, and the averages of these readings
were plotted on RIT TR graph paper. All densitometricmeasurements weremade with
respect to the paper. The densitometerwas first calibrated to the check plaques and then
zeroed to the paper (see Appendix IV for sample press sheet).
The average densities read from the test targetswere as follows:
Solid ink density (S.I.D.) = 1.34
75% patch = 0.73
50% patch = 0.41
25% patch = 0.18
2% patch = 0.02
These densitieswere plotted on RIT TR Graph paper which simplifies the construc
tion of tone reproduction curves, allowing comparison of original density to reproduc
tion density (see Appendix I). This comparison is achieved by plotting points derived
from the symmetrical and highlight test scales for a specific printing system evaluating
minimum printing dot, intermediate tones including the preferred midtone and solid
ink density. Application of this data provides a graphic analysis of the contrast of the
reproduction.The results of plotting this data on the TR Graph paper yielded a new tone
reproduction curve with a highlight placement at 0.02 density, andmidtone placement
at 0.44 density and a shadow placement at 1.38 density of the reproduction. This second
test curve incorporates a further compression of tonal range from the initial test curve.
The preferred location of the 50 percent dot was shifted down the curve tomaintain the
appropriate level of contrast between highlight, midtone, and shadow. An increase in
midtone densitywill increase the shadow contrast of the reproductionwhile a decrease
inmidtone densitywill increase the highlight contrast of the reproduction. Itwas deter
mined that the preferred location of the 50 percent dot is at a 0.44 density on the original
(see Figure 3) after plotting these readings on the TR graph paper.
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The initial scanner starting point was one used for black and white reproductions
in PEOPLEMagazine. Themidtone (50 percent dot) was placed at a density of 0.60, the
highlight dotwas 3 percent and the shadowwas a 95 percent dot. The presses forwhich
this curve was constructed were run to achieve a solid ink density of 1.65. The tone re
production curve, which was generated by plotting these points on the RIT TR paper
with the new data, was the basis of a second scanner program which was written and
then stored on floppy disc for the Crosfield Magnascan 640. The scanner set-up was
modified by use of this 'optimum' tone reproduction curve. This curve was applied to
the next set of photographic prints to be run on press.
A total of forty photographic printsweremade using twelve different types of pho
tographic papers with various exposures and contrast grades. From these forty prints,
eighteen were then selected which were considered to be a fair representation of paper
choices. They varied in surface qualities, contrast, and image color. Each print was
made with a Stouffer Graphic Arts 21 step grayscale beside it for quality control and
measurement purposes.
A. Polyfiber #2 filter f/8 at 8 seconds
B. Polyfiber #3 filter f/8 at 12 seconds
C. Polyfiber #2 1/2 filter f/8 at 10 seconds
D. Polyfiber no filter f/8 at 7 seconds
E. Polyfiber #11/2 filter f/8 at 7 seconds
F. Polyfiber #1 filter f/8 at 8 seconds
G. Polycontrast F no filter f/8 at 9 seconds
H. Polycontrast F #1 filter f/8 at 15 seconds
I. Polycontrast J #1 filter f/8 at 15 seconds
J. Brovira #2 grade f/11 at 8 seconds
K. Oriental #2 grade f/8 at 6 seconds
L. Ilford Stipple #3 grade f/8 at 6 seonds
M IlfordGalerie #2 grade f/8 at 10 seconds
N. Medalist #2 grade f/8 at 23 seconds
O. Resin coated F no filter f/11 at 7 seconds
P. Portriga Rapid #3 grade f/8 at 12 seconds
Q. Polycontrast N no filter f/8 at 11 seconds
R. Polycontrast E #1 1/2 filter f/8 at 5 seconds
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All papers were processed for 2 minutes in Edwal Platinum II developer mixed 9:1
with water at a temperature of 68 degrees. Constant agitation wasmaintained through
out development.
Archival fixing andwashing procedures were observed.
The prints were then alphanumerically labeled, the gray scales were read with a
densitometer, and the curves were plotted. The prints were then scanned on the Cros
field Magnascan 640 using the tone reproduction curve which was derived from the
first press test. These eighteen halftones were then stripped up to run on a single press
plate alongwith various test targets using the same press and press operator as the first
press test. The intent was to control the press conditions trying to keep the printing
variables at a minimum. The only variable to be tested at this time was the effect of the
different characteristics of the photographic print as it applies to tone reproduction (see
Appendix V for press sheet).
The eighteen reproductions were then mounted on white illustration board and a
random set of one hundred observerswere asked to look at the reproductions to choose
the three reproductions they liked the best, and to rank them first (best), second and
third. Then theywere asked to choose the reproductions they liked the least and to rank
them in descending order. The resultswere tabulated and graphed (see Figure 4).
Density measurements from the accompanying grayscales on the eighteen repro
ductions and the eighteen original prints were taken, and from this data simple correla
tion coefficients were computed. Also used for this computationwas information about
the photographic print characteristics. Was the original smooth or textured? Was the
print glossy, matte, or semi-lustre?Was the image colorwarm-black, neutral-black, or
cool-black? (See Appendix VI for the raw data in the correlation, and Appendix VII for
the correlation these qualities have on the optimum print picked by the random ob
servers.) The results of the observers proved there is a photographic print that is most
pleasing for this specific printing system.
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Kodak Polycontrast RC F type paper was used to produce the photographer's dark
room aid, the "visual comparator." The results of the dry down testswere evaluated be
fore making the darkroom tool. The dry down tests showed that thewet to dry readings
have no real visual effect or a densitometric difference until after a density value of 2.00.
It is at this 2.00 value on the graph that the densitometric readings show evidence of a
tonal compression for the dry readings (seeAppendix III). For example, a grayscale step
has a wet reading of 2.36 while the dry reading is only 2.20. The maximum wet print
density is 2.64while themaximum dry print density is 2.43. This difference is not a sig
nificant visual variance, the eye would have a difficult time resolving the 0.21 density
difference in this shadow portion of the curve. For this particular paper surface there
was no need tomake any compensation for the tonal compression for the "visual com
parator."The density values for the three steps in the comparator are:
Highlight = 0.08-0.10
Midtone = 0.36-0.40
Shadow = 1.96-2.00
(SeeAppendix VIII for visual comparator.)
Once the "visual
comparator"
was encased in plastic and made watertight, it was
used to help identify the critical density areas when making the final set of test prints.
Rather than making just one print on the RC F paper, final prints were made on the five
photographic papers that ranked highest among the random observers.
1. Kodak Polycontrast RC F no filter
2. Kodak Polyfiber #3 filter
3. Portriga Rapid #3 grade
4. Kodak Polyfiber #11/2 filter
5. Kodak Polyfiber #2 filter
After exposure and development of these final test prints, (a scene in Venice), they
were scanned using the same tone reproduction program as the second press test. These
five prints were then press tested andmonitored as closely as possible in order tomini
mize variablity. This third press test confirmed that a visually pleasing reproduction
could be achieved using these test procedures (seeAppendix IX for press sheet).
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CHAPTERVII
RESULTS & ANALYSIS
The infeasability of interviewing an entire population requires this research to be
applied to part of a population known as a sample. The initial evaluations of the eigh
teen reproductions consisted of a sample size of at least 30 evaluators, butwhen the data
were processed the variation was too small to give accurate information. The sample
size was then increased to 101 evaluators.With this increased amount of data, the test
ing proceeded as planned. The necessity to interview a random sample of the popula
tion required frequent verifications of the observations to confirm no patterns were de
veloping. It is difficult to determine whether a sampling procedure is completely
randomized; onemust check for signs of nonrandomness. If there is no systematic uni
formity of the observations, then it can be assumed that no significant nonrandomness
is experienced.25
The eighteen reproductionswere evaluated by 101 random observers. Each observ
er was instructed to view the reproductions and choose three prints he/she considered
to be the best and three prints he/she considered to be themost inferior in quality. A fre
quency histogramwas constructed plotting the frequencies of these test scores. It is par
ticularly meaningful because it visually shows the data in a condensed form. Patterns
become evident because of the clustering of data associatedwith these best and inferior
scoreswhen frequency is plotted against the photographs density range (see Figure 4).
There is a direct relationship between the frequency of best scores and higher den
sity range or contrast. Also noticeable, when an optimum density range has been
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achieved, any additional contrast has an inverse effect upon scoring. Conversely, fewer
high scores and a greater number of inferior scores were recorded in the lower density
ranges. The result shows that there is an optimum range of density from 1.75 to 1.90 for
the highest scoring reproduction.
The study reveals the magnitude of agreement among the observers when rating
the most inferior reproduction. There is much less uniformity of response when rating
the best reproductions. Test scores show that 84 of the observers agreed that print
''
was most inferior,while only 48 observers chose printT as inferior. Print
'F' is obvious
ly a poor reproduction. Analyzing the best reproductions, print
'O'
was selected as best
by 48 observers, print
'B'
by 38, print
'P'
by 37 and print
'A'
by 34 observers. This close
latitude of scores indicates that the observers found it more difficult to differentiate
qualitywhen confronted with a number of reproductions that seem similar in qualita
tive attributes.
Print 'P' shows tendencies of a bimodal distribution. The dual responses suggest
two sources of data. The number of best responses at 37 almost equals the number of
inferior responses at 40 observers. Without extensive testing, it is difficlut to pinpoint
the exact cause of this phenomenon.Hypothetically, it is possible that the sample group
consists of two populations such as
'visual'
(having some type of tone reproduction or
art experience) and
'nonvisual'
(having little or no tone reproduction or art experience.)
This hypothesis is purely conjecture because there is no foundation in this study for de
termining the experiences of an observer to adequately categorize them as
'visual'
or
'nonvisual'. If the observers were divided into two population categories using job ex
periences, educational background or avocations as criteria, a tabulation of data indi
cates that indeed the majority of the
'nonvisual'
population chose print
'P'
as the best
reproduction and the
'visual'
population chose print
'P'
as an inferior reproduction. Hy
pothetically, one might explain the duality present in this selection is based on the
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discrimination and sophistication of the viewer. To some viewers the print 'P' has
visual impact because of its chiaroscuro nature, upon more subtle examination, this
print lacks most shadow information that the more visually atuned individual
would demand.
StatisticalAnalysis
From the information in Appendix VI, the raw data for the eighteen photographic
prints is numerically described by twenty-three variables. In order to analyze the char
acteristics which contributed to the findings of certain reproductions being selected su
perior to others a correlation analysiswas performed using these variables.
A correlation is an expression of the relationship of two variables. The correlation
coefficient (r) is a numerical measure defining the degree of association of one variable
to the other. No correlation results in a numerical value (r) of zero while a strong corre
lation approaches +1-1.
The sample size is the determining factor for the level of significance of the factor
(r). In this study, for (r) to be interpreted as significant itmust reach a value of + /- .468
because n=18.26 This level of significance assumes an alpha risk of*C=.05, or that there
is less than a five percent risk of error if a correlation exists between the two sets of data.
The equation27 used to determine the correlation coefficient (r) is:
1XiYi-1XilYi
r =
j\ lv (gzg ir I1? &y7)
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Where Xi = the values of a parameter, such as density range of the original print and
where Yi = the value of another parameter, such as midtone location.
These variables are divided into three main categories. The groupings express the
general factors inherent in an optimum photograph for reproduction. The specific char
acteristics within each group indicate efforts to establish specific sources that derive op
timum reproduction. The data needed to examine the contrast characteristics which
was derived from densitometric measurements read from the Stouffer grayscale at
tached to each of the eighteen original photographs and each of their reproductions. In
formation concerning surface and color characteristics was derived from manufactur
ers'
product information literature and visual analysis. This raw data can be seen in
Appendix VI for contrast, surface, and color variables. From this raw data, correlation
coefficients were computed for each pair of variables. Two additional variables were
added to the correlation analysis to incorporate the observer responses for best and in
ferior reproductions.
Although the literature in Graphic Arts and Photography has examined many of
the variables, either singularly or in series included in this research, the attempt in this
study was to define the interrelationship of the characteristics which contribute to an
optimum photographic print for reproduction.
Surface. The specific
'surface'
characteristics of photographic papers as they apply to
this study can be grouped into two categories 'texture', which denotes the tooth or
roughness of the paper, and
'finish'
of the paper. Photographic papers are either smooth
or textured to varying degrees; and for the purpose of this research, glossy, semi-lustre
and matte finishes have been evaluated. To some degree, there is an interrelationship
between texture and finish. On a smooth surface a variety of finishes is possible, and a
textured surface precludes any type of glossy finish.
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It has been the consensus of experienced personnel in the graphic arts industry that
photographic papers with texture are not suitable for reproduction. The complaints
against textured printswere justifiedwhen producing a halftone from a process camera.
Light rays, from the lights illuminating the print at a 45 degree angle, quite often scatter
upon striking the irregular surface of a textured paper causing shadows and patterns
which are disturbing in the reproduction. These patterns also combined with the half
tone screen cause moire effects which obliterate detail and hence quality. Because the
halftones in this studywere produced on a scanner (see Appendix II for information on
how the scanner reads reflection prints), the textured printswere included in the experi
mentation in order to evaluate this theory.
To this point, no discussion of theweight of photographic papers has been includ
ed. At the outset of the experimentation, this characteristic did not seem to be a major
consideration. In fact, only once has theweight of the photographic paper has any influ
ence on the testing. A discrepancy arosewhen prints were being categorized for surface
qualities. Although print 'G, print 'H' and print T are described by themanufacturer as
paperswith smooth surfaces, itwas felt that the paper fibers became quite apparent be
cause of the thinness of the single weight paper and those prints should be placed into
the texture category. The correlation data reflect this change. The correlation coefficient
tables in Appendix VII present the refinement of the test data from the experimentation.
The numbers in bold face represent either a significant positive or negative correlation.
Because of the large number of variables tested, the data are divided into two tables.
The correlation data prove that there is a significant positive correlation between
the best reproduction and a smooth surface (+0.530) and a significant negative correla
tion between the best reproduction and a textured surface (-0.530). These findings con
curwith the literature even when halftones are scanned rather thanmadewith a process
camera. There are any number of controls in current scanner technology for image
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enhancement, i.e. unsharp masking, smoothing, neg gain, aperture, scan rate, etc.,
which when dealing with textured or irregular surface characteristics may need adjust
ment in order to achieve optimum reproduction. This is obviously an area for further
exploration.
The relationship of the finish of the photographic surface to the best reproduction
did not show as much correlation as expected. Semi-lustre and matte finish indicates no
correlation to the best reproduction while the glossy surface approaches significance
with a positive correlation of (+0.324). However, the inferior reproduction and the
matte finish approaches significance with a positive correlation of (+ 0.386). This sug
gests that a glossy finish ismore desirable than a semi-lustre while matte is not recom
mended. The relationship of the matte paper to the inferior reproduction was to be ex
pected, matte papers are known for their short range and their ability to compromise
shadow tone separation thus reducing critical shadow detail. Thematte finish also indi
cates signs of positive correlation to the texture surface (+0.476).
The glossy finish tested in this study was not a glossy print produced by ferro-
typing. The use of ferrotyped prints has greatly decreased in themarketplace because of
their fragile surfaces which have the propensity to crack and show surface scratches.
These scratches are particularly noticeable from scanned halftones. They have been
replaced by resin coated surfaces which still have the effect of a highly polished surface
but are resistant to the surface abrasions commonly associatedwith ferrotyping. These
"F"
type fiber based papers are usually dried to a semi-lustre finish.
Color. The specific characteristics of the
'color'
group are: neutral black, warm black
and cool black. Except for extreme such as
print'P'
as a very warm black, there is not a
considerable amount of noticeable color variation. The differences are not as substantial
as the differences between black and white, they are more subtle. To an inexperienced
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viewer, many of the color variations possibly might go undetected. For this reason, it
was hypothesized that image color probably would not have a major effect on the best
reproduction, but might have a minor role. The examination of correlation data be
tween the paired variables of best reproduction and the three colors indicates that none
of the three have a significant correlation, only the cool black is approaching signifi
cance with (+0.350). Just as important, there is a negative correlation approaching sig
nificance (-0.336) in the testwith cool black vs. inferior reproduction. This suggests that
the cool black image color has an inverse relationship with the qualities of inferior re
production. Image color evidently does not contribute greatly to the qualities which
characterize a good reproduction, but the cool black image color is preferred.
Image color can become a problem in camera halftones because of the spectral sen
sitivity of the orthochromatic film in relation to certain image colors, particularlywarm
tones which are higher in red and yellow light reflectance. The scanner can have an ad
vantage here because it does not expose film directly from the reflected light of the print
and because color edits are possible in each channel of the separation.
Of all the characteristics evaluated in this study, contrast and density range appear
to be the most significant. It is necessary to break down this category into its principal
elements of highlight,midtone, and shadow, to understand the effects contrast has on
the original vs. the reproduction. The interrelationships of thesemajor components that
were evaluated were:
1. Original density range (highlight to shadow)
2. Reproduction density range (highlight to shadow)
3. Original highlight tomidtone
4. Reproduction highlight tomidtone
5. Original shadow tomidtone
6. Reproduction shadow tomidtone
7. Originalmidtone location
8. Reproductionmidtone location
9. Contrast grade of photographic paper
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In the correlation analysis the most significant of these nine components to the
best reproduction are:
Density range of original (+0.579)
Density range of reproduction (+0.735)
Original shadow tomidtone (+0.600)
Reproduction shadow tomidtone (+ 0.577)
Approaching positive correlation is the contrast grade of the photographic paper with
(+0.332).
The contrast characteristics of the prints selected best and inferior, show that the
best print has a 0.10 higher density range in the original and a 0.17 higher density range
in the reproduction.Not only is the density range important, but the number of steps or
gradientswithin that range has an effect on the apparent contrast on either the original
or reproduction. In the reproductions selected as best, all have a density range greater
than 1.40 and a compression of the number of gradients by either two or three steps. The
prints selected as inferior have a density range of less than 1.30 and no compression in
their gradients from original to reproduction.
In the highlight to midtone range the inferior reproduction exhibits a slight de
crease in density and no change in the number of gradients. The best reproduction ex
hibits an increase in density and a compression in the number of gradients.
Between the best and inferior reproductions there was a parallel reduction in the D
Max; however, the best reproduction also incurred a reduction in the number of steps
while the number of steps in the inferior print remained unchanged from original to re
production. Therefore, there is an increase in the apparent contrast of the best print 'O',
in comparison to the visual impact of print'F', which appears lighter and flatter or less
contrasty.
In both the original and reproduction there is an extemely high positive correlation
between the overall density range and the midtone to shadow density range, while
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virtually no correlation occurs between overall density range and highlight to mid-
tone density range. These correlations are as follows:
Original D.R. to Original S - M (+0.902)
Original D.R. to Reproduction S - M (+0.614)
Reproduction D.R. to Original S - M (+0.742)
Reproduction D.R. to Reproduction S - M (+0.852)
Original H - M to Original D.R. (+ 0.149)
Original H - M to Reproduction D.R. (-0.009)
Reproduction H - M to Original D.R. (+ 0.189)
Reproduction H - M to Reproduction D.R. (+0.161)
The visual effect of the significance of the correlations provide the viewer with a
recognizable and pleasing level of contrast. Like memory colors, blue skies and green
grass, contrast levels are also dependent on certain tonality recall by the brain. Visually
for the brain to register pleasing contrast there must be a key area of black and white
plus separation in intermediate tones between these two extremes so that both high
light and shadow areas are well defined and detailed.
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CHAPTERVIII
CONCLUSIONS
Unlike determining dot growth, the thickness of an ink film, or the tensile strength
of a paper, evaluating the quality of an original photograph or its reproduction is largely
subjective and open to a broad spectrum of interpretation. These tests have attempted to
place some measure of objectivity and quantification on an otherwise qualitative sub
ject. They prove the hypothesis that for a known set of printing press conditions and
having determined the optimum photographic print characteristics for paper surface,
image color, and contrast, an individual can produce an optimum photographic print
for photomechanical reproduction.
Obviously, the quality of the reproduction is a determining factor in the impact
that the reproduction has on the viewer. The nature of society today is such that we are
bombarded with thousands of images which compete for our attention daily. This the
sis has attempted to show the possibility, in a controlled situation, of producing a pho
tograph which will yield such an optimum reproduction. Not that all situations can
lend themselves to this process, butwhere the graphic arts craftsperson can specify to a
photographer the type of photographic print characteristics that will yield an optimum
reproduction for their particular printing system, they should certainly make those
specifications. Determining the specifications for the photographic print would require
running a similar series of tests.
The results of this study demonstrate by both statistical documentation and visual
evaluation that it is possible to analyze a specific printing system and determine the
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characteristics to produce an optimum photographic print for photomechanical
reproduction.
The paper characteristics which yield the optimum reproduction for this study are:
1. Amedium to doubleweight paper stock
2. A cool black image color
3. A smooth, glossy surface (not ferrotyped)
4. A contrast grade between 1.5 and 2.5when the negative has a density range
between 0.90 and 1.3
5. A density range of the original greater than 1.4 but less than 1.9with gradients
equal to 12 (grayscale steps) plus orminus 1 gradient (grayscale step).
The photographic paper which contained these properties was Kodak RC (resin
coated) Polycontrast paper. The glossy nature of this RC print did not prove to be a neg
ative factor as the literature suggested, probably because the print was scanned. In
conventional process camera halftones the glossiness of the RC surface might prove
to adversely influence the quality of the reproduction because of the light reflectance
off the surface of the print.
The literature also suggests that prints with a lower contrast approximating the
density range closest to the capabilities of the lithographic system (1.46) would yield
the best liked reproductions. These tests demonstrate that a normal key photographic
print with a higher density range (but not greater than 1.86) than the printing system
alongwith a compression of tones produces an optimum reproduction. There are limi
tations especially in terms of achievable density with a single impression lithographic
process. Although this is themostwidely used method of reproducing black and white
halftones, other alternative methods have been explored to achieve higher quality and
more accurate reproduction. These methods require additional separations and addi
tional passes through the presswhich involvemore time, labor and cost.
The high correlation in this study between density range, midtone to shadow
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range and the best reproduction can be attributed to the relevant picture information
falling in the midtone to shadow region of this particular photograph. Further study-
might indicate that if the normal key photograph had more relevant picture informa
tion in the highlight to midtone region, there might have been a higher correlation
between density range, highlight tomidtone range, and best reproduction.
A darkroom tool was developed to obtain the appropriate highlight, midtone, and
shadow densities on the photographic print. This tool was successfully tested as a three
step reference for the photographer to insure proper placement of these tones for an op
timum reproduction. The "visual comparator's"main advantages are that it is water
proof and is made of the same photographic material as the print itself. The decision to
remake the print can be made at the fixing stage rather than waiting for the print to be
washed and dried and then readwith a densitometer, if one is available.
The development of the "visualcomparator,"the use of densitometry and the pro
duction of an optimum photographic print are all methods to integrate the photo
grapher and the photographic process with the printer and the photomechanical repro
duction process. The most recent concepts and trends in the graphic arts technology
have been to integrate one area with another to formulate a systems approach to the
entire lithographic reproduction process. Prepress has been linked to the printer via
telecommunications, where the printers expose direct to plate from the prepress data.
Densitometric methods are used to evaluate the plate and automatically to preset ink
ing levelswhich are monitored andmaintained throughout the press run.
This study shows that the same systems approach can be applied to the creation of
the photographic print to incorporate photography with the reproduction process,
producing higher quality reproductions with a savings in time, materials, and labor.
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7. J.A.C.Yule, "TheOptimum Tone Rendering inHalftone Reproduction Processes,"
Halftone Printing, Vol.3, 1964, p. 17.
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19. Ansel Adams, The Print, p. 45.
20. The brilliancy scale of the print relates to the entire range of its reflectivities (reflection
density), from the pure white of the paper base to themaximum black of the silver deposit. The
brilliancy scale actually achieved in a print is definitelymodified by variations in exposure and
development and by toning, and is apparentlymodified bymounting, by the intensity of the
viewing illumination, and by the general level of environmental illumination and reflection
where the print is seen.Adams, p. 25.
21. Adams, op. cit, p. 45.
22. James D.Radebaugh, "Photography& Layout for
Reproduction"Kodak Q-74,
1978, p. 19.
23. "What you should know about reproducing black and white photographs by
lithography." Sanders Printing Promotional, p. 1.
24. Ilford Paper product information booklet, 1979, p. 5.
25. Albert D. Rickmers and Hollis N. Todd, Statistics:An Introduction, p. 8.
26. Ibid., p. 563.
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APPENDIX I
A DISCUSSION OF TR GRAPH PAPER
The analysis of data from a press run using these scales can easily be plotted on a
type of tone reproduction graph paper. RIT's TR Graph Paper, Type 2, "contains non
linear scales calibrated in densitywhich provide linear spacing of brightness, as defined
by Bartleson and Breneman (1967). In constructing the graph paper, the coefficients of
the Bartleson-Breneman equation were selected for viewing pictures with a light sur
round at a luminance level specified by the ANSI viewing standard, PH2.32-1972.
Brightness (or darkness which is 100 minus brightness) has been used for presenting
tone reproduction information since its introduction in 1967 and is preferred overMun-
sellValue for its closer relationship to theway humans see complex fields. A linear rela
tionship between the brightness of the original and the brightness of the reproduction
corresponds closely to established experience regarding tone reproduction. A straight
line therefore can be used as criteria for acceptable tone reproduction of normal
copy."
'AMiniture Test Form for Press Evaluation,"
H. BrentArcher, ReportNo.159, pp. 16-17
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APPENDIX n
CROSFIELD SCANNER
The rectangular box at the right-hand end of the scanner contains the xenon lamp.
This is a stabilized 150W xenon lamp which emits an intense white light. Lenses,
prisms,mirrors and beamsplitters produce three light beams for use in:
1. Scanning transmission copy
2. Scanning reflection copy
3. Viewing transmission copy
The required beam is selected bymovement of vanes or mirrors, attached to sole
noids.Wewill only concern ourselveswith theway the scanner reads reflection copy.
The reflection copy beam travels along a fibre optics light guide which splits into
three light guides. The guides are fixed at their ends so that the three beams converge to
produce a fine spot of light on the reflection copy. This arrangement avoids direct reflec
tion of light from the reflection copy into the analyse lens. Knobs at the left-hand side of
the lamphouse provide adjustments for the reflection copy beam.
The illuminated spot on the original is at the focus of the analyse lens, which is
mounted in the analyse head. Light passes through this lens and is reflected through 90
degree angle by a prism onto the dichroic assembly. The dichroic assembly separates
the red, green and violet components of the light and reflects these onto three photo-
multipliers. The analyse head is the scanning eye of the scanner.
Each photomultiplier produces a small electronic current which is proportional
to the amount of red, green or violet light falling on it. Electronic circuits convert
these currents to three digital signals, which represent the cyan, magenta and yellow
components of the light. The digital signals are processed by other electronic cir
cuits as required for detail enhancement, under-colour removal, color correction, etc.
The fully processed digital signals pass along ribbon cables to the expose unit and
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to the Scanner Data Terminal. The picture signals are converted from digital to
analogue form and used tomodulate the laser beamwhich exposes the separations.
The exposing scanner has a light source that is a 15W argon laser, which emits a
very fine intense beam of coherent light. A closed-loop photoelectric system controls
the laser power supply to maintain constant light output. A prism system splits the
light into six smaller beams. The laser light then passes through a 6-channel polarising
modulatorwhich varies the intensity of the light according to the output picture signal.
The light is imaged by lenses to form a fine spot on the output film. The spot shape is
controlled by the beam computer, to give round, square or elliptical dots, as selected by
the operator. A beam splitter cube and photocell in the final light path sample themod
ulated light and feed back an electrical signal to themodulator amplifier, to ensure that
themodulated light closely follows the output picture signal.
Excerpt: Magnascan 640IE/M OperatorsManual
Crosfield Electronics, 1983
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APPENDIX III
DRY DOWN TEST DATA
Curve of print 'Q'
Polycontrast N
.2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.S
WET READINGS OF GRAYSCALE
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APPENDIX m
DRY DOWN TEST DATA (com )
Curve of print 'O'
Polycontrast RC F
2 A .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8
WET READINGS OF GRAYSCALE
APPENDIX IV 
PRESS TEST #1 
I I ••••• 
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APPENDIX V 
PRESS TEST #2 
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APPENDIX VI
RAW DATA FOR CORRELATIONS
VI V2 V3 V4 V5 V6 V7 V8 V9 V10 VII V12
A 1.91 12 1.45 10 .34 4.5 .40 4.5 1.57 7.5 1.05 6.5
B 1.93 12 1.40 09 .31 5.0 .36 3.0 1.62 7.0 1.04 6.0
C 1.95 13 1.37 13 .41 6.0 .37 5.0 1.54 7.0 1.00 8.0
D 1.82 14 1.31 11 .34 5.0 .36 4.0 1.48 9.0 0.95 7.0
E 1.91 14 1.43 11 .35 5.0 .39 4.0 1.56 9.0 1.04 7.0
F 1.85 13 1.29 13 .40 4.5 .38 4.5 1.45 8.5 0.91 8.5
G 1.86 14 1.27 10 .22 5.5 .24 3.5 1.64 8.5 1.03 6.5
H 1.86 14 1.43 10 .33 5.5 .33 3.5 1.53 8.5 1.10 6.5
1 1.84 12 1.32 12 .36 4.0 .37 4.0 1.48 8.0 .95 8.0
J 1.75 12 1.27 12 .35 4.0 .39 4.0 1.40 8.0 .88 80
K 1.89 12 1.39 10 .37 5.0 .40 4.0 1.52 7.0 0.99 6.0
L 1.70 12 1.36 10 .33 4.5 .34 3.5 1.37 7.5 1.02 6.5
M 1.98 12 1.38 10 .44 4.0 .40 4.0 1.54 8.0 .98 6.0
N 1.79 14 1.40 11 .35 5.5 .35 3.5 1.44 8.5 1.05 7.5
O 1.94 14 1.46 11 .26 5.5 .32 3.5 1.68 8.5 1.14 7.5
P 2.09 12 1.45 10 .40 5.0 .39 4.0 1.69 7.0 106 60
Q 1.48 14 1.15 12 .35 5.5 .34 4.5 1.13 85 0.81 7.5
R 1.88 15 1.40 15 .25 5.5 .25 6.5 1.65 9.5 1.14 8.5
KEY:
Variable #1 Original PrintDensityRange
Variable #2 Original Gradient
Variable #3 ReproductionDensity Range
Variable #4 ReproductionGradient
Variable #5 Original Highlight - Midtone
Variable #6 OriginalH - MGradient
Variable #7 ReproductionHighlight - Midtone
Variable #8 ReproductionH - MGradient
Variable #9 Original Shadow - Midtone
Variable #10 Original S - MGradient
Variable #11 Reproduction Shadow - Midtone
Variable #12 Reproduction S - MGradient
APPENDIX VI
RAW DATA FOR CORRELATIONS (com )
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V13 V14 VI
A .43 .43
B .39
.41
C .47
.40
D .41 .40
E .42 .42
F .48 .41
G .32 .38
H .42 .38
1 .46 .42
J .42 .43 1
K .45 .45 1
L .43 .39
M .54 .44 1
N .43 .40 1
O .36 .40 1
P .50 .43 1
Q .51 .38
R .34 .35
V16 V17 VIE V19 V20
1
V21 V22 V23
2.0
3.0
2.5
1.75
1.5
1.0
1.75
1.0
10
20
2.0
3.0
2.0
2.0
1.75
30
1.75
1.5
KEY:
Variable #13
Variable #14
Variable #15
Variable #16
Variable #17
Variable #18
Variable #19
Variable #20
Variable #21
Variable #22
Variable #23
Original Midtone
ReproductionMidtone
Smooth
Texture
Semi-Lustre
Matte
Glossy
Neutral Black
Warm Black
Cool Black
PaperContrastGrade
APPENDIX VII
CORRELATION COEFFICIENT TABLES 1 & 2
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VI
V2
V3
V4
V5
V6
V7
ve
V9
V10
VII
V12
V13
vu
V15
V16
V17
V18
V19
V20
V21
V22
V23
V24
V25
VI
1.000
-.228
.762
-.206
.149
-.012
.189
-.012
.902
-.302
.614
-.312
-.053
.383
.493
-.493
.128
-.298
.165
-.203
.166
.055
.187
.579
-.101
V2
-.228
1.000
-.091
.444
-.537
.693
-.682
.319
.022
.824
.274
.407
-.487
-.766
-.306
.306
-.179
.101
.121
.169
-.153
-.029
-.475
-.119
-.116
V3
.762
-.091
1.000
-.290
-.009
.104
.161
-.084
.741
-.206
.852
-.347
-.176
.218
.370
-.370
-.088
-.155
.287
-.177
.200
-.087
.213
.735
-.275
V4
-.207
.444
-.290
1.000
-.038
.166
-.277
.835
-.160
.477
-.140
.913
-.058
-.444
-.190
.190
-.096
.236
-.137
.317
-.136
-.225
-.242
-.423
.443
V5
.149
-.538
-.009
-.038
1.000
-.387
.839
.016
-.291
-.431
-.456
-.081
.927
.633
.460
-.460
.032
-.095
.064
.025
.467
-.560
.125
-.113
209
V6
-.024
.697
104
.167
-.387
1.000
-.533
.163
.158
.162
.383
.087
-.362
-.604
-.133
.133
-.134
.139
021
.232
-.267
.025
051
.151
-.272
V7
.189
-.682
.161
-.276
.839
-.534
1.000
-.206
-.190
-.514
-.380
-.223
.725
.864
.663
-.663
.228
-.286
.022
-.038
.319
-.316
181
.217
.028
V8
-.012
.319
-.084
.835
.016
.163
-.206
1.000
.009
.309
.012
.575
.015
-.333
-.157
.157
-.139
.386
-.248
.497
-.157
-.416
-.240
-.292
.334
V9
.902
.023
.742
-.160
-.296
.158
-.190
.009
1.000
-.094
.796
-.252
-.455
.083
.269
-.269
.099
-.231
.128
-.197
-.042
.283
.122
.600
-.178
V10
-.302
.824
-.206
.477
-.432
.163
-.514
-.094
1.000
.074
.488
-.383
-.575
-.314
314
-.139
030
149
.050
0000
-.059
-.689
-.281
.055
Vll
.614
.274
.852
-.140
-456
.383
-.380
.012
.796
074
1.000
-.216
-.551
-.251
-.005
.005
-.199
-.002
.262
-.097
.019
Q04
.107
.577
-.281
V12
-.312
40"
-.347
.913
-.081
.087
-.223
.575
-.252
.488
-.216
1.000
-.115
-.398
-.138
138
.011
.026
-.044
.175
-.138
-.092
-.500
-.382
.418
\ 13
-.053
-.487
-.176
-.058
.927
-.361
.725
.015
-455
-.382
-.551
-.115
1.000
.517
.239
-.239
-.172
122
.089
.064
.436
-.572
102
-168
.283
KEY:
Variable #1
Variable #2
Variable #3
Variable #4
Variable #5
Variable #6
Original PrintDensityRange
OriginalGradient
ReproductionDensityRange
ReproductionGradient
Original Highlight - Midtone
Original H - MGradient
Reproduction Highlight - Midtone
ReproductionH - MGradient
Original Shadow - Midtone
Original S - M Gradient
Reproduction Shadow - Midtone
Reproduction S - MGradient
Variable #7
Variable #8
Variable #9
Variable #10
Variable #11
Variable #12
Variable #13 OriginalMidtone
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APPENDIX VII
CORRELATION COEFFICIENT TABLES 1 & 2 (com )
V14 V15 V16 V17 V18 V19 V20 V21 V22 V23 V24 V25
VI .383 .493 -.493 .128 -.298 .165 -.204
.166 .055 .187 .579 -.101
V2 -.766 -.306 .306 -.179 .101 .121 169 -.153 -.029 -.475 -.119 116
V3 .218 .369 -.369 -.088 -.159 .287 -.117 .199 -.087 .213 .735 -275
V4 -.444 -.189 .189 -.096 .236 -.137 .317 -.136 -.226 -.424 -.423 .442
V5 .632 .460 -.460 .032 -.095 .063 .025 .467 -.560 .125 -.113 2Q9
V6 -.604 -.133 .133 -.134 139 .021 .232 -.267 .025 .051 .151 -.273
V7 .864 .663 -663 .227 -.286 .022 -.038 .319 -.316 181 .217 .028
ve -.333 -.157 .157 -.139 .386 -.248 .497 -.157 -.416 -.240 -.292 .334
V9 .083 .269 -.269 .099 -.231 .128 -.197 -.042 .283 .122 .600 -.178
V10 -.575 -.314 .314 -.139 .030 149 .050 .000 -.055 -.689 -.281 .055
VI 1 -.251 -.005 .005 -.199 -.002 .262 -.097 .019 .094 .107 .577 -.280
V12 -.398 -.138 .138 Oil .026 -.044 .175 -.138 -.052 -.500 -.382 .418
V13 .517 .239 -.239 -.172 .122 .089 .065 .436 -.572 .102 -.381 .418
V14 1.000 .674 -.674 .263 -.418 .122 -.198 .241 -.036 .202 .319 -.077
V15 .674 1.000 1.000 .161 -.473 .316 -.316 .250 .095 .286 .530 -.216
V16 -M73 1.000 1.000 -.161 .473 -.316 .316 -.250 -.094 -.286 -.530 .216
V17 .264 .161 -.161 1.000 -.670 -361 .255 -.403 .152 -.292 -.099 -.077
VI8 -.418 -.473 .473 -.670 1.000 -.239 .060 .189 -.286 .342 -.175 .386
V19 .122 .316 -.316 -.561 -.239 1.000 -.400 .316 .119 000 .324 -.330
V20 -.198 -.316 .316 .254 .060 -.400 1.000 -.632 -.478 -.331 -.276 002
V21
.240 .250 -.250 -.403 .189 .316
-.632 1.000 -.378 .191 -.016 .295
V22 -.036 .095 -.095 .152 -.286 .119 -.478 -.378 1.000 .180 .350 -.336
V23 202 .286 -.286 -.292 .342 .000 -.332 .191 180 1.000
.332 -.233
V24
.319 .530 -.530 -.099 -.175
.324 -.276 -.017 .350
.332 1000 -.406
V25 -.077 -.216 .216 -.077 .386 -.330 .002 .295 -.336
-.233 -.406 1.000
KEY:
Variable #14
Variable #15
Variable #16
Variable #17
Variable #18
Variable #19
ReproductionMidtone
Smooth
Texture
Semi-Lustre
Matte
Glossy
Variable #20
Variable #21
Variable #22
Variable #23
Variable #24
Variable #25
Neutral Black
Warm Black
Cool Black
PaperContrastGrade
Best Prints
Inferior Prints
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APPENDLX Vin
VISUAL COMPARATOR
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APPENDIX IX
PRESS TEST #3
Missing Page 
